
 FORT DETRICK, Md. – Aiming to 
identify gaps and potential solutions, 
Army Medical Logistics Command 
hosted a first-of-its-kind exercise  
Feb. 24-27, bringing together about 
150 Soldiers from across the Army 
medical maintenance enterprise.
 “We have all the right people here 

to talk and work medical mainte-
nance, which is an important topic,” 
AMLC Commander Col. Michael Lalor 
said during his opening remarks to 
kick off the event at Fort Detrick.
 Participants included Soldiers 
and civilians representing numerous 
active-duty, National Guard, Army 

Reserve and Special Forces units.
 The four-day table top exercise 
started with over a half-dozen infor-
mational briefs before attendees were 
broken into three working groups, 
each focusing on a different subject 
area. They included product support 
analysis, maintenance management 
and maintenance function.
 Facilitators and participants were 
tasked with brainstorming gaps and 
recommendations on how to close 
those identified shortfalls in the  
medical maintenance system.
	 Over	two	days,	the	groups	refined	
their	findings,	then	presented	them	to	
Lalor and other leaders on Feb. 27.
 Overarching gaps identified in-
cluded a lack of capability and capacity 
to effectively implement and manage 
needed medical maintenance opera-
tions, as well as Class VIII not being 
fully integrated into the Army’s larger 
supply network.
 The groups proposed numerous 
tasks to work toward closing each 
gap, such as additional training,  
supplementing the workforce and 
policy overhauls.
 “I think you really came away with 
some very meaty recommendations 
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Army Medical Logistics Command  
hosts first medical maintenance exercise

COMMAND  NEWS!

Col. Michael Lalor, commander of Army Medical Logistics Command, welcomes  
attendees to Fort Detrick on Feb. 24 at the start of AMLC’s table top exercise focusing 
on medical maintenance reform. The first-of-its-kind event brought about 150 Soldiers 
and civilians to discuss challenges and potential solutions to benefit the Army medical 
community. (U.S. Army photo by C.J. Lovelace/Released)
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that will make a difference,” said  
John	Hall,	deputy	to	the	commanding	
general of Combined Arms Support 
Command. “I think this week has been 
well worth the time you’ve spent.”
 Over a dozen Army medical 
maintenance leaders attended the 
out-briefings	for	the	event,	sharing	
their opinions and recommendations 
to AMLC as they work toward changes 
that	will	benefit	the	entire	enterprise	
under Army Materiel Command.
 “As we train those folks out in the 
field,	we	also	need	to	train	our	com-

manders to look at maintenance and 
the medical logistics side as well,” 
said	Chief	Warrant	Officer	5	Wendell	
Johnson, medical logistics planner for 
Army Forces Command. “That’s just 
as important.”
 In his closing remarks, Lalor  
emphasized the need to better “see” 
medical maintenance materiel and to 
analyze the scope of the overall enter-
prise, which some leaders said lacks 
manpower resources and support to 
keep up with its equipment inventory.
	 “You	could	have	the	greatest	 

structure and greatest maintenance 
culture in the world with unlimited 68A’s 
and 670A’s, you name the particular 
job specialty,” Lalor said. “We’ve got 
more equipment than those people 
can handle. I’ll tell you that.”
	 Like	others,	Army	Reserve	Brig.	
Gen. Michael K. Pyle said the event 
“has been a long time coming” for the 
medical community.
 “And your team has really put on a 
great show,” he said. “We’ve gotten a 
lot	of	things	done	here	and	it’s	definitely	 
going in the right direction.”
 Participants spoke positively about 
the outcomes and overall direction to 
improve maintenance operations across 
the Army medical enterprise. Many 
expressed appreciation to AMLC 
leaders for organizing the event.
 “It was a consolidation of experts 
that brought experience and innovative 
ideas to the working groups,” said Sgt.  
1st Class Jeffrey W. Collins, Army 
capacity manager for the Fielded 
Force Integration Directorate at Fort 
Sam	Houston,	Texas.	“I’m	really	im-
pressed with everything.”
 For years, medical logistics  
practices have remained largely  
unchanged while processes for other 
commodities have evolved, said Lt. Col. 
Robert Schultz, senior medical logis-
tics planner for the Army’s III Corps.

(Continued)
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Participants in the medical  
maintenance function work  
group listen as Chief Warrant  
Officer 5 Jesus Tulud discusses  
challenges to the enterprise on  
Feb. 24 during a table top exercise  
hosted by Army Medical Logistics  
Command at Fort Detrick. (U.S. Army 
photo by C.J. Lovelace/Released)

“It was good to get that many  
experts all together in the same room.  

This was an effective exercise and  
   we’ve needed this for a long time.”

Lt. Col. Robert Schultz, senior medical logistics planner, Army III Corps
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(Continued)

Chief Warrant Officer 4 Vladimir Sequera, maintenance officer for the 30th Medical 
Brigade, talks during a work group discussion at a table top exercise focusing 
medical maintenance reform hosted by Army Medical Logistics Command at  
Fort Detrick on Feb. 24. (U.S. Army photo by C.J. Lovelace/Released)

CASCOM leaders John Hall, left, deputy to the commanding general, and Brig. 
Gen. Stephen Iacovelli, deputy commanding general, were among the dignitaries 
that received briefings from work groups on Feb. 26 during Army Medical Logistics 
Command’s table top exercise focusing on medical maintenance reform at  
Fort Detrick. (U.S. Army photo by C.J. Lovelace/Released)

“You’re only  
as good as your 

next mission. 

And your next  
mission is to  
drive output  
 from this.”

Col. Michael Lalor, commander,  
Army Medical Logistics Command

 Lalor thanked the participants 
and his AMLC team for organizing 
the landmark event for the first-year 
command, but also stressed that this 
was just a start for the overall medical 
maintenance mission.
	 “You’re	only	as	good	as	your	next	
mission,” he said.  “And your next  
mission is to drive  
output from this.”

@ArmyMedlogCommand

Find more TTX  
photos on our  

Facebook Page!

https://www.facebook.com/ArmyMedlogCommand/
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 FORT DETRICK, Md. – In a wide-ranging discussion, Gen. 
Gus Perna challenged Army Medical Logistics Command 
leadership to rethink its operations to streamline and speed 
delivery	of	medical	supplies	to	Soldiers	in	the	field.
 “It’s about what you need to keep Soldiers alive on Day 1, 
and really, Day 30,” said Perna, commanding general of 
Army Materiel Command and the Army’s senior logistician.
 Perna’s comments came during AMLC’s quarterly update 
to the general and AMC leadership, hosted at Fort Detrick 
on Feb. 11.
 AMLC Commander Col. Michael Lalor focused on the 
command’s action plan to carry out the distribution of 
Class VIII medical supplies to ensure troop readiness, as 
well as current AMLC priorities and how they align with 
AMC initiatives and goals.
 

 Perna charged AMLC leaders to consider unit-level 
demands and determine the “foundation” of what is required 
to meet basic medical needs at a moment’s notice, sup-
porting	everything	from	aid	stations	to	field	hospitals	to	
Army Prepositioned Stocks.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 “So at a minimum, we have the foundation of what we 
need,” he said.
	 Lalor	also	touched	on	gaps	identified	through	recent	
exercises, an update on hospital conversion plans and the 
latest	on	several	facilities	projects	in	the	U.S.	and	abroad.	
He	highlighted	AMLC’s	planned	table	top	exercise	to	ex-
amine medical maintenance reform.
 Other discussion centered on the ongoing efforts to 
solidify AMLC as a lifecycle management command for 
the Army medical enterprise and ongoing work to integrate 
medical supplies into larger commodity distribution efforts 
around the globe.
 “Our plan is to integrate with other (commodities) from 
the	start,”	Lalor	told	Perna.	“We	will	figure	out	what	we	want	
to move and to what echelon.”
 When it comes to APS, Perna stressed the need for speed 
and agility to ensure deploying troops get the right medical 
supplies and equipment when and where it’s needed.
 Lalor assured Perna that the organization would work 
toward revised processes with a laser-focus on Class VIII 
supply distribution.
 “We’re moving,” Lalor said.  
“We’re not sitting back and waiting.”

Army challenging status  
quo of medical logistics

Gen. Gus Perna, commanding general of Army Materiel  
Command and the Army’s senior logistician, listens during  
a quarterly update briefing by Army Medical Logistics  
Command leadership on Feb. 11 at Fort Detrick. 
(U.S. Army photo by Ellen Crown/Released)

“We’re moving.  
We’re not sitting  

  back and waiting.”
Col. Michael Lalor, commander, Army Medical Logistics Command
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Army bugler’s love of music plays  
on after career with West Point Band
 FORT DETRICK, Md. – Despite 
most recently working as a budget 
analyst,	Clay	Beard	has	always	 
preferred notes over numbers.
 “I’m a musician. That’s how I self- 
identify,”	Beard	said.	“I	know	my	job	
is basically accounting, but I don’t 
think of myself as an accountant.  
I’m a musician with a day gig.”
	 Prior	to	joining	the	U.S.	Army	 
Medical Materiel Agency at Fort  
Detrick	in	October	2011,	Beard	aligned	
his “day gig” with his passion for music 
as a member of the prestigious West 
Point	Band	for	over	28	years.
 During his time as a bugler for the 
nation’s oldest band and oldest active 
unit	at	the	U.S.	Military	Academy	in	
West	Point,	New	York,	Beard	per-
formed before many large patriotic 
crowds – some including a couple  
of	U.S.	presidents	–	and	even	a	
handful of venues around the globe.
	 The	62-year-old	Hagerstown 
native, who retired at the rank of 
Sergeant Major before joining 
USAMMA	as	a	civilian	employee,	
recalled international trips to Tokyo 
and	Berlin,	but	his	most	memorable	
career highlights came stateside.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 One instance happened in January 
1991, when the band played the 
halftime show at an NFL playoff 
game	in	Buffalo,	New	York.
 It was during the first Gulf War 
and	Beard	said	they	“had	no	idea	
what kind of reception” they would 
get from the crowd of 80,000 people.
	 He	was	happily	surprised.
 “To hear 80,000 people sing God 
Bless	America	full-throated	while	
you’re playing, it was like in the 
teens and I didn’t feel cold at all,” he  
said. “It was really an overwhelming 
experience. I never heard that kind 
of response.”
	 Beard	played	with	the	band	at	
Carnegie	Hall	in	New	York,	as	well	
as	with	the	New	York	Pops	and	
Boston	Pops	orchestras	for	holiday	
performances.
	 The	Boston	Pops	concert	on	July	
4,	2002,	specifically,	brought	out	an	

estimated 300,000 people, “plus the 
viewership of the A&E Network at the 
time,”	Beard	said.
 “I don’t know how to describe it,” 
he said. “It’s kind of just like this sea 
of people, where you don’t even really 
see	the	people.	You	just	kind	of	pull	
in and do your job.”
	 Beard’s	love	affair	with	music	
dates back to his childhood years in 
Washington County Public Schools. 
The	first	instrument	he	got	his	hands	
on was his great-grandfather’s cornet, 
a brass instrument similar to a trumpet.
 “I didn’t know how to play it … but 
when I got to fourth grade, I knew 
wanted to play the trumpet,” he said.
 Music quickly became a focal point 
in	Beard’s	life,	but	after	graduating	
from	South	Hagerstown	High	School,	
he decided to pursue a career in 
mathematics.
 

Clay Beard, a former U.S. Army bugler and member of the West Point Band for over 28 
years, also performs with the Hagerstown Municipal Band. He retired from the Army at 
the rank of Sergeant Major in 2011. (Photo courtesy Clay Beard)

“I know my job  
 is basically 

accounting, but  
I don’t think of  

myself as an  
accountant.  

I’m a musician  
 with a day gig.”

Clay Beard, USAMMA budget analyst  
and former West Point Band bugler

(Continued)
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	 “It’s	hard	to	find	work	that’s	steady,”	he	said.	“And	especially	
as	a	musician,	something	that	has	benefits.”
 That was until a friend who attended Shepherd College 
in West Virginia convinced him to look into majoring in music 
education	there.	Beard	decided	to	make	the	jump	and	
graduated in 1980.
 “It’s the kind of decision an 18-year-old makes, changing 
from	math	to	music,	but	it	turned	out	okay,”	Beard	laughed.	
“I left Shepherd as a good musician, but not really a good 
trumpet player.”
 That all changed after a few months of lessons from 
renowned trombone player and brass instructor Donald S. 
Reinhardt	at	the	suggestion	of	Harry	Wacker,	the	music	
director	at	Smithsburg	High	School	when	Beard	was	doing	
his student teaching there during college.
 “Within two or three months of going to him, you wouldn’t 
have recognized me,” he said. “In multiple ways, that student 
teaching … changed my life, really.”
	 As	a	more	polished	player,	Beard	gained	enough	confi-
dence to try out for the band after learning about an opening 
in the band of roughly 75 members at the time.
 In addition to the full marching band, West Point also 
featured	three	smaller	components	–	a	field	music	group	
of	bugles	and	drums,	nicknamed	the	“Hellcats”	by	cadets,	
as	well	as	jazz	and	concert	groups	–	when	Beard	joined	
following his audition in 1982.
 Less than a year later, he entered basic training at age 
26 and never looked back.
	 Beard	said	he	always	enjoyed	playing	patriotic	tunes	for	
the military because of what it means for the Soldiers, but also 
the country as a whole.

 “I call it a force multiplier,” he said. “If you’re doing it 
right, the audience goes away feeling more patriotic. They 
go away feeling good about the military and their country.”
	 Today,	Beard,	a	resident	of	Frederick,	continues	to	 
play	on	his	own	time.	He	performs	with	the	Hagerstown	
Municipal	Band,	Gettysburg	Big	Band,	Market	Street	Big	
Band	and	East	Coast	Stroke,	among	other	groups	around	
the area.
	 He	also	can	be	found	around	Fort	Detrick	playing	bugle	 
at events for Army Medical Logistics Command and 
USAMMA,	now	a	direct-reporting	unit	under	AMLC.
	 Reflecting	on	his	nearly	three-decade	career,	Beard	said	
funeral support for Soldiers and their families was one of 
the highest honors of his job, even though the most solemn.
	 He	estimated	he	performed	taps	for	approximately	2,000	
services while at West Point.
	 Beard	added	that	he	will	always	miss	the	great	people	
he met along the way and the world-class musicians that 
joined him for the ride.
 Watching a nationally televised performance after his 
retirement triggered a “wow” moment for the humble and 
soft-spoken	Beard	–	appreciating	how	rewarding	the	entire	
experience was, but also realizing he was good enough to 
be there.
 “When I’m sitting back and watching that, I’m thinking 
‘I was in that? Geez, they sound great and I was a part of 
that?’” he said. “It was like  
an out-of-body experience.”

(Continued)

Clay Beard, middle row/second from left, a former U.S. Army 
bugler who performed with the West Point Band for over 28 
years, is pictured in an official promotional photo in 1997.  
(Photo courtesy Clay Beard)

Clay Beard, center, poses for a photo with his West Point Band 
music group in front of the Battle Monument. The 2011 photo 
was taken at the U.S. Military Academy’s Ring Ceremony at 
Trophy Point. (Photo courtesy Clay Beard)
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 FORT DETRICK, Md. – Sgt. Maj. Stacey Varga smiled 
as she talked about the strong turnout at Fort Detrick’s 
“Right Arm Night” event on Jan. 24.
 “This is probably one of our highest turnouts for Right 
Arm Night,” she said. “Everybody’s cross-talking and 
there’s lots of good conversation happening. It’s really a 
great turnout.”
	 The	quarterly	installation-wide	event	was	the	first	spon-
sored	by	U.S.	Army	Medical	Logistics	Command,	a	new	major	
subordinate command under Army Materiel Command.
 An old Army tradition of fellowship and camaraderie, 
dozens of Soldiers and civilian employees across several 
Fort Detrick units attended the gathering at the Community 
Activities Center on post.
 “I think it’s a really good tradition to bring everyone 
together,” said Capt. Kevin Fitzpatrick, commander of 
Headquarters	and	Headquarters	Company,	21st	Signal	
Brigade.	“It’s	nice	that	you	can	relax	and	get	away	from	
the	office	environment	for	a	little	while.”
 Right Arm Nights encourage leaders to join with those 
standing to their right – the ones helping them get through 
their daily missions – as a way to build relationships while 
mixing and mingling with other leaders who, too, have 
brought their battle buddies.
 “It’s a great legacy and tradition,” said Capt. Ryan 
Howell,	headquarters	aide-de-camp	for	Army	Medical	
Research and Development Command.

 Varga said the “big family event” helps bring together 
members of various military and Department of Defense 
agencies on the installation for an evening of socialization, 
food and fun after a long work week.
	 The	top	enlisted	Soldier	with	the	U.S.	Army	Medical	
Materiel Agency, a direct-reporting unit of AMLC, Varga also 
was quick to express appreciation for not just her military 
and DOD colleagues, but also the civilians and contractors 
that support the AMLC and broader Army missions.
 “We can’t do our mission without them,” she said.
	 USAMMA	Commander	Col.	Timothy	D.	Walsh	opened	
the	event	with	a	few	remarks,	followed	by	Brig.	Gen.	Michael	
J. Talley, commanding general of MRDC and Fort Detrick, 
who urged attendees to have some fun and enjoy themselves.
 “Feel free to let your hair down, if you have any,” laughed 
Talley, who shaves his head.
 With upbeat music playing in the background, groups 
of Soldiers and civilians snacked on some chicken wings 
provided by Fort Detrick’s Family and Morale Welfare and 
Recreation, while others played card games at their tables.
 Laughter, cheers and spirited chatter at times took 
over the room, often following the conclusion of a hotly 
contested game.

‘Right Arm Night’ event at  
Fort Detrick ‘builds team of teams’

Soldiers and civilian employees play a card game during Fort 
Detrick’s “Right Arm Night” on Jan. 24. The quarterly installation- 
wide event was the first sponsored by Army Medical Logistics 
Command, a new major subordinate command under Army 
Materiel Command. (U.S. Army photo by C.J. Lovelace/Released)

(Continued)

“I think it’s a really  
good tradition to bring  

everyone together.  
It’s nice that you can  

relax and get away from  
the office environment  

for a little while.”

Capt. Kevin Fitzpatrick, commander of  
HHC Company, 21st Signal Brigade
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 Many gathered around the buffet food and drink stations 
or the ping pong table, where teams duked it out in the 
main community center room. In the adjacent game room, 
the sharp thud of foosballs bouncing off the game table 
walls could be heard as players manipulated the controls.
	 Taking	a	break	from	chatting	with	other	Soldiers,	Howell	
credited Fort Detrick’s tradition of hosting an installation- 
wide event as a great platform to build relationships and 
cohesiveness across the different units and commands.
 “This one, especially, builds a team of teams,” he said. 
“I see different units here  
all interacting together.”

Soldiers play a game of foosball during Fort Detrick’s “Right Arm 
Night” on Jan. 24. (U.S. Army photo by C.J. Lovelace/Released)

Fort Detrick  
contractor donates 
hair for cancer  
patient wigs
 FORT DETRICK, Md.	–	After	retiring	from	the	U.S.	Navy	
in 2014, Fernando Trujillo quit cutting his hair.
 “I just decided to let it grow; one less expense,” he said. 
“In the military, I pretty much had to get my haircut every 
two weeks to stay within regulations.”
 For the Fort Detrick defense contractor, who regularly 
let his hair grow prior to his 24-year Navy career, nearly six 
years of growth resulted in his long dark locks hanging all 
the way down to his waist.
 Trujillo, 49, said he decided to cut his hair after his 
younger brother, a New Mexico National Guardsman, asked 
him to participate in his upcoming promotion ceremony.
	 But	rather	than	simply	hack	it	off,	Trujillo,	a	survivor	of	
salivary gland cancer, wanted to do something for others going 
through the scary prospect of debilitating treatments – that 
is when he decided to donate his hair to help cancer patients.
 Trujillo, who worked as a biomedical engineering  
consultant	for	the	U.S.	Army	Medical	Materiel	Agency	for	a	
year before transitioning into a new role in January at the 
Defense	Health	Agency,	searched	around	and	settled	on	a	
nonprofit	organization	called	Hair	We	Share.
 “I looked at their website and they said they would take 
light gray hair,” he said. “So I sent an email and told them I 
had over 20 inches of hair to donate.”
 Trujillo, a native of New Mexico who resides in Thurmont, 
made an appointment to get his hair cut on Jan. 18 at Ladies 
and	Gents	Downtown	Hair	Co.	in	Frederick.
	 He	walked	out	with	seven	locks	of	hair,	each	28	inches	long.

 “I’ve lost some friends and family over the years and 
also had some acquaintances that have had battles with 
cancer who lost their hair going through radiation,” he said 
when	asked	why	he	wanted	to	donate.	“I	figured	my	hair	
would	be	something	that	someone	could	benefit	from.”
 Michael Duggan, a senior biomedical equipment 
specialist and co-worker of Trujillo’s during his time with 
USAMMA,	described	his	former	colleague	as	“a	kind	and	
compassionate person” who thinks of others before himself.
 “Fernando is the kind of person that would give you the 
shirt off his back when you are in need,” Duggan said.
   

(Continued)

Fernando Trujillo holds seven locks, each measuring 28 inches 
long, of his hair after having it cut off on Jan. 18 at Ladies and 
Gents Downtown Hair Co. in Frederick. Trujillo, a survivor of 
salivary cancer, donated his locks to Hair We Share, a nonprofit 
organization that makes wigs for cancer patients.  
(Photo courtesy Fernando Trujillo)
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 Trujillo’s own bout with cancer started 
in March 2012 after he noticed a little 
bump on the roof of his mouth. After a  
biopsy, doctors delivered the bad news.
	 He	had	cancer.
	 “Your	heart	just	kind	of	drops	and	
you have that bad feeling, like ‘damn, 
how bad is it?’” Trujillo recalled. “The 
first	thing	the	doctor	did	was	try	to	
calm me down and let me know that 
everything	should	be	fine.	It	was	just	 
a matter of how much they were going 
to have to cut out.”
 About two weeks later, an oral and 
maxillofacial surgeon successfully re-
moved a gumball-sized tumor - about 
10 millimeters in diameter - from Trujillo’s 
palate.
 “The doctor was really good about 
letting me know what was going on,” 
he said. “Then I had to wear a mouth 
guard for about a month.”
 During the recovery process, Trujillo 
said he lost about 20 pounds because 
he couldn’t eat regular foods.
 “I never ate so much pumpkin soup 
in	my	life,”	he	laughed.	“You	really	can’t	
eat meat. I had a lot of protein drinks.”
 Trujillo has been in remission ever 
since.	Biopsies	after	six	months,	one	
year and two years have all come 
back clean.

 Despite some sensitivity at the  
surgical site, Trujillo’s life has pretty 
much returned to normal. That feeling 
of normalcy was a motivating factor 
behind his decision to donate his hair.

 Trujillo said a wig can go a long 
way to helping a patient maintain their 
dignity	during	a	difficult	cancer	treat-
ment, allowing them to “blend in” and 
not draw attention to their condition.
 “It’s more about not drawing attention 
from people who constantly ask ques-
tions and feel sorry for you,” Trujillo said. 
“Hopefully	that	little	bit	will	be	able	to	
help them retain a little dignity out of 
the whole situation  
they are facing.”

(Continued)

Fernando Trujillo sits in the barber  
chair before having his long hair cut  
off at Ladies and Gents Downtown  
Hair Co. in Frederick. (Photo courtesy 
Fernando Trujillo)

Fernando Trujillo is pictured after  
his Jan. 18 haircut in Frederick. 
(Photo courtesy Fernando Trujillo)

“I’ve lost some friends and family over  
the years and some acquaintances that  

have had battles with cancer who  
lost their hair going through radiation.  
I figured my hair would be something  

that someone could benefit from.”

Fernando Trujillo, former USAMMA contractor

HairWeShare.org
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Medical logistics drills on sustainment  
as DEFENDER-20 preparations continue

A Soldier completes inventory of medical equipment and  
supplies stocked at Army Prepositioned Stocks 2 (APS-2) in 
support of European theater readiness. APS-2 includes more 
than 280 medical sets to support a wide range of operational 
medicine capabilities, from forward resuscitative surgical teams  
to field hospitals. (U.S. Army photo by Ellen Crown/Released)

“Soldiers know that  
should they ever get hurt  

in combat, they will receive 
the best medical care in  

the world. We support the 
warfighter by providing  
the confidence to fight.”

Capt. Dennis Kim, deputy director of USAMMA’s  
Business Support Office

 RHINE	ORDNANCE	BARRACKS,	Germany	–	U.S.	
Army Medical Materiel Agency leaders participated in a  
Sustainment Rehearsal of Concept (ROC) Drill on Jan. 16 
to prepare for the kick off of DEFENDER-Europe 20, the 
area’s largest military exercise in 25 years.
 The sustainment-focused drill allowed participating 
units, including foreign partners, to work through the oper-
ational plan to expose “weak links” and create a “shared 
understanding” of what each unit would be doing.
 “It’s about creating a shared understanding of how 
we’re going to support and which units will be responsible 
for	specific	support	tasks,”	said	Maj.	Bryan	O.	Pamintuan,	
director	of	the	Force	Projection	Directorate	for	USAMMA.
 Continuity and understanding of the overall medical 
mission ensures the right people and resources will be in the  
right places at the right time across the European theater, 
according to Pamintuan.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 “In Force Projection, we’re not in charge of collecting 
potency and dated items after this mission, but we were in 
the same room as the people who are (the 30th Medical 
Brigade),	so	as	a	result,	we	know	exactly	what	their	plan	
is,”	he	said.	“At	the	end	of	the	day,	I	have	full	confidence	
that if they have to be off somewhere, I could step in and 
continue the mission on their behalf.”
 

	 Approximately	37,000	allied	and	U.S.	service	members	
are expected to participate in DEFENDER-20 this spring, in- 
cluding more than 20,000 deploying from ports in four states.
 Arriving service members will fan out across the region 
to establish intermediate staging bases with multinational 
forces, draw about 13,000 pieces of Army Prepositioned 
Stocks from various locations and participate in annual 
training exercises.

 The exercise aims to increase strategic readiness and 
interoperability	by	exercising	the	U.S.	military’s	ability	to	
rapidly move a large combat force of Soldiers and equip-
ment	from	the	continental	U.S.	to	Europe	and,	alongside	
allies and partners, quickly respond to a potential crisis.
	 The	U.S.	Army	Europe-led,	joint,	multinational	training	
exercise, scheduled for April to May, supports objectives 
defined	by	NATO	to	build	readiness	within	the	alliance	and	
deter potential adversaries.
 Medical support plays a key readiness role in the overall 
exercise	because	it	provides	Soldiers	with	confidence	to	
engage enemy forces knowing they have the protective 
equipment	and	care	needed	to	sustain	the	fight.
 “Soldiers know that should they ever get hurt in combat, 
they will receive the best medical care in the world,” said 
Capt.	Dennis	Kim,	deputy	director	of	USAMMA’s	Business	
Support	Office.	“We	support	the	warfighter	 
by	providing	the	confidence	to	fight.”
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Army medical maintenance teams provide 
‘invaluable’ support to National Guard

Dave Williams, a biomedical equipment technician for USAMMA’s 
Medical Maintenance Operations Division, inspects the wiring of  
a pulmonary monitor for the Army National Guard’s 104th Area 
Support Medical Company at Camp Fretterd Military Reservation 
near Reisterstown. (U.S. Army photo by C.J. Lovelace/Released)

“The support we provide greatly  
increases the medical readiness of 
the units and their ability to deploy 

anywhere, anytime with confidence.  
The National Guard Sustainment 
maintenance program is a crucial 

readiness component.”

Isaac Newman, supervisor, USAMMA’s MMOD  
at Tobyhanna Army Depot

 REISTERSTOWN, Md. – Dave Williams thumbed 
through	a	reference	binder	as	a	defibrillator	beeped	away	 
in the background.
 After tapping on a few buttons, the machine warned 
him to “stand clear” before it printed out a long receipt 
of sorts, indicating that it was functioning normally and 
ready to use on a potential patient.
 Williams is part of a small team of biomedical equip-
ment	specialists	from	the	U.S.	Army	Medical	Materiel	
Agency’s Medical Maintenance Operations Division that 
visits dozens of National Guard units around the eastern 
United	States	to	ensure	medical	equipment	for	the	units	 
of part-time Soldiers is ready to go at a moment’s notice.
 “We’re working across the whole scope,” Williams said, 
including pulmonary equipment, mobile X-ray machines 
and lab equipment for medical facilities like aid stations 
and	field	hospitals.
 With the overall goal of ensuring readiness for National 
Guard units across 23 states and territories, teams from 
Tobyhanna Army Depot in northeast Pennsylvania spend 
roughly 17 weeks a year on the road to handle medical 
maintenance tasks.
 In total, they aim to service some 6,000 to 8,000 pieces of 
equipment twice annually, Supervisor Isaac Newman said.
 “We have close to 50 technicians at Tobyhanna, and 

from November until July, we have three to four, two- to 
three-man teams, on the road for that entire timeframe 
to take care and maintain the National Guard medical 
equipment,” Newman said.
	 The	mission	falls	under	USAMMA’s	Medical	Maintenance	
Management Directorate (M3D), which oversees depot- 
level medical maintenance operations for the organization.
 M3D has three divisions across the country that dis-
patch regional teams to serve the National Guard. The 

(Continued)

Dave Williams, a biomedical equipment technician for USAMMA’s 
Medical Maintenance Operations Division, tests a pulmonary 
monitor. (U.S. Army photo by C.J. Lovelace/Released)



service visits ensure high levels of medical readiness for 
the Guard despite having far fewer trained maintainers 
compared to their active-duty counterparts.
	 In	addition	to	Tobyhanna,	USAMMA’s	MMOD	operates	
at the Defense Distribution Center in Tracy, California, 
and	Hill	Air	Force	Base	in	Utah.
 Across all three sites, technicians completed a total of 
16,231 maintenance actions for National Guard medical 
equipment	this	past	fiscal	year.
 For the 104th Area Support Medical Company, based 
at Camp Fretterd Military Reservation near Reisterstown, 
USAMMA’s	support	provides	a	valuable	resource	because	
they have just one medical maintainer in the unit of about 
75 Soldiers.
 Staff Sgt. Patrick Cadden said the service is “invaluable” 
for the unit to maintain readiness.
 “Typically, just like anybody in the Guard, we all have 
other jobs,” said Cadden, who serves as the non-commis-
sioned	officer	for	supply	for	the	unit.	“And	for	that	Soldier	
(who handles medical maintenance) it’s roughly 16 hours a 
weekend that he has time to get his hands on the equipment.
	 “Having	subject-matter	experts	come	in	and	just	kind	
of verify that he’s on track and good to go is invaluable,” 
he said.
 During the weeklong visit to the 104th completed on 
Feb. 14, Williams and his fellow technicians, Juan Olguin- 
Martinez and Dean Edwards, planned to test about 150 to 
200	pieces	of	maintenance-significant	medical	equipment.
 As they worked under fluorescent lights in a large 
room inside the main building on the small rural installa-
tion	northwest	of	Baltimore,	team	members	certified	and	
returned equipment and components found to be in proper 
working order to ready stocks for the unit. For devices 

that	needed	repairs,	workers	either	fixed	them	on	site	or	
tagged them to be sent back to Tobyhanna.
 Newman said the team’s visits also serve to educate 
each	unit	about	the	services	USAMMA	can	provide.
 “It doesn’t cost them anything except the cost to get 
the equipment to us,” he said. “We’ll replace all the parts, 
cover all the labor, all the repairs and the shipping back.”
 For the workers, a mix of civilian employees and con-
tractors, each has a different reason why they enjoy the 
work. Williams, an Army veteran, said he loves his job 
because it allows him to be a part of “something bigger 
than me.”
 Like with active-duty units, medical support plays a key 
readiness role because it enables Soldiers to respond  
immediately and have confidence that they have the 
protective equipment and access to world-class medical 
care	needed	to	sustain	the	fight	or	support	other	missions,	
like humanitarian aid deployments.
 “National Guard units are deployed into theater a lot 
more than they ever used to … and this is the equipment 
that they pick up before they move out,” Newman said. “Their 
mission doesn’t stop if they have a lack of medical support.
 “The support we provide greatly increases the medical 
readiness of the units and their ability to deploy anywhere, 
anytime	with	confidence,”	he	continued.	“The	National	
Guard Sustainment maintenance program  
is a crucial readiness component.”

(Continued)

Dean Edwards and Juan Olguin-Martinez, biomedical equipment 
technicians for USAMMA’s Medical Maintenance Operations 
Division, unload a mobile X-ray machine for inspection.  
(U.S. Army photo by C.J. Lovelace/Released)

Dean Edwards, a biomedical equipment technician for USAMMA’s 
Medical Maintenance Operations Division, runs a test on an 
aspirator machine. (U.S. Army photo by C.J. Lovelace/Released)
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https://youtu.be/xhoM_kZ0NgA
See the video online at:

https://youtu.be/xhoM_kZ0NgA

